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Abstract

This technical report describes our experience in online testing using Conformiq
Qtronic, a model-based testing tool that can automate the test generation and exe-
cution. A mobile game server is used as system under test (SUT). We show how
the server is modeled in Qtronic, how an adapter between Qtronic and the SUT is
implemented, and how the automatically generated tests are run against the SUT.
The approach proved that taking advantage of the automatically generated tests,
the SUT can be tested extensively within a short time frame, thus increasing the
chances of discovering hidden implementation errors.
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1 Introduction

Traditional software testing is becoming increasingly difficult task as the process
of manually writing test cases cannot cope with the complexity of the software
specifications. To address this problem a new approaches have to be applied for
automatically obtaining test cases from the specification of the system. One such
approach is the Model-Based Testing (MBT), in which the tests are automatically
generated from models describing partially or completely a given system.

With MBT, instead of crafting hundreds of test cases by hand, the test designer
writes an abstract model of the SUT, and a model-based testing tool will generate
a set of test cases from the model automatically. The advantage is that the test
generation process can systematically derive all the combinations of tests asso-
ciated with the requirements in the model, thus enabling the automation the test
design process [1].

Depending on how the generated tests are executed against the SUT, the test-
ing process can be classified into online and offline testing, respectively. Online
testing is an approach where test cases are automatically generated from a given
model and executed on-the-fly against the SUT. The produced SUT output and
the time sequence are checked against the specification dynamically during test-
ing. Offline testing is a traditional testing technique where test case generation
and test execution are separated into two independent phases, in which all the test
cases are first generated before being executed. Compared with the traditional of-
fline testing, online testing has shown its advantages in long-run testing, e.g., test
continues for hours or even days, reducing the state-space-explosion problem met
in offline testing, and allowing non-deterministic real-time system testing [6].

Model-based testing originated from hardware testing, such as in telephone
switches, and in recent years it has spread to software domains [3]. Increasing
research efforts have been put into different flavors of model-based testing. For
example, [9] and [5] contain a wide range of MBT work. Research community
has studied thoroughly model-based test generation techniques [6] and has applied
the techniques to several industrial systems [7]. A number of model-based test-
ing tools have been developed, like AETGG, Case Maker, ATD-Automated Test
Designer and Conformiq Qtronic etc., which are discussed in [10].

In our work, we have employed Conformiq Qtronic [2] (ver. 1.0.5) to perform
online model-based testing of a mobile game server. Conformiq derives tests au-
tomatically when it is given a ”design model” of the system as input. The derived
tests are essentially black-box tests, which depend on the behavioral model and
the interfaces of the system under test, not on the internal structure of the im-
plementation [4]. Qtronic provides two complementary modes for deploying the
derived tests: online and offline test mode. In online mode, Qtronic generates a
multitude of distinct test cases from the given design model and executes them
directly on a running system. In offline mode, it generates the test scripts from the
given model, which can be independently executed on the system afterwards [2].
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This report is structured as follows: Section 2 will give an overview of ÅBOT
game server, used as a case study in our work. Section 3 will present our experi-
ence in using Qtronic to model the system and to perform online testing. Besides,
the creation of an adapter plug-in and running the tests will also be discussed in
this section. Section 4 will analyze the testing results and summarize the report.

2 The ÅBOT Game Server

ÅBOT [8] is a multi-player mobile game system developed at the Embedded Sys-
tems Laboratory of the Åbo Akademi University. In this system, players can play
games interactively on portable devices, such as mobile phones, in a physical area.
The server provides the conversion of the physical game area to the virtual map on
the players’ handheld screen. Portable devices will periodically update the server
with locations of the players who are in the game area. The server calculates the
pixel locations of all the players and broadcasts the calculated information to all
the logged-in players. Upon receiving the broadcasted locations, a player can fight
with other players or with bots (objects that improve a player’s experience value)
that are in fightable distance. Bots can move randomly while fighting. If a bot
is captured, the player will receive the bot’s points. If a player loses in a fight
against other player, the experience values and the owned bots will be assigned to
the winner player. Losers can revive by going to the home base [8].

The architecture of the ÅBOT game server (Figure 1) has two main compo-
nents: the Communication Manager which acts as a message mediator for
the server and the Game Master which is basically the engine of server. In the
Game Master, all the incoming messages are firstly analyzed by a Message
Parser for the subsequent handling. Then, an Account Manager is in charge
of player authentication and registration, whereas logged-in players and bots are
managed by a Player Manager and a Bot Manager, respectively. A Fight
Outcome Manager is used to decide the result of a fight, while a Location
Manager is used to convert GPS location to the pixel (map) location of a player
and calculate the distance of a player to all the other players and bots.

For exchanging data between the server and the players, an asymmetric com-
munication is used. That is, players send data to the server using a point-to-point
(PtP) link over 3G or GPRS technology, whereas the server broadcast data to the
players over a wireless DVB-H medium. This approach enables players to interact
with the game actively, whereas the server can modify the game state and broad-
cast appropriate data needed by players [8]. The structure of the message used to
exchange data between the server and the players is shown in Figure 2. Each field
in the message is explained in Table 1.
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Figure 1: ÅBOT Server Architecture

Table 1: Message Structure Description
Field Size

(byte)
Name Description

MNBR 2 Message
Number

Contains a unique message sequence number used
for acknowledgement purposes

fNBR 2 fragment
Number

If this message is a part of a larger message then
this field denotes the fragment sequence number.
Fragments that belong to the same message have
the same MNBR, but increasing fNBR. If this is
the only fragment then fNBR = 0

RID 2 receiverId Identifier of the recipient of the message
SID 2 senderId Identifier of the sender of message
TOC 2 Type Of

Content
This field tells the type of message and defines the
structure of the data field

CL 4 Content
Length

This field tells, in bytes, how much data follows as
payload.

DATA n Message
Data

The payload of the message

fHDR 4 fragment
Header

This field is present only in fragment messages and
may contain arbitrary data. The original idea is
to use it for sending the ContentLength of the
message which is fragmented. Otherwise, there is
no way of telling what the size of the original mes-
sage is (and hence how many fragments are)
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Figure 2: ÅBOT message structure

Table 2: Message Types
Message Type Val. Sender Description
MSG TYPE GPS 01 Terminal GPS position
MSG TYPE PLAYER LOCATION 02 Server Player pixel positions
MSG TYPE BOT LOCATION 03 Server Bot pixel positions
MSG TYPE OBJECT FIGHTABLE 04 Server Object fightable
MSG TYPE BOT FIGHT RESULT 05 Terminal Bot fight result
MSG TYPE PLAYER FIGHT RESULT 06 Terminal Player fight result
MSG TYPE PLAYER FIGHT DATA 07 Terminal Player fight data
MSG TYPE LOGIN 08 Terminal Login
MSG TYPE CHARACTER STATS 09 Server Character stats
MSG TYPE CHARACTER CREATE 0a Terminal Character create
MSG TYPE TEXT MESSAGE 0b Server Text message
MSG TYPE LOGOUT 0c Terminal Log out
MSG TYPE LOGOUT CONF. 0d Server Log out confirmation

3 Online Testing with Qtronic
In this section, we present our use of the Qtronic tool to perform the online testing
of the ÅBOT game server. We start by showing how the model of the system was
implemented in Qtronic and then how the testing process was performed. The
adapter that is used to connect the SUT and the tester will also be introduced in
this section.

3.1 Modeling the System
As mentioned in the introduction, the main focus of the MBT approach is gener-
ating tests from the models of the system under test (SUT). As such, to be able to
perform online testing using the Qtronic tool we needed to model the SUT using
the Qtronic Modeling Language (QML). QML uses both a textual and a graph-
ical notation. However the graphical notation has to always be complemented
with the textual one. The textual QML model is basically a superset of Java with
some variations [2], whereas the graphical model provides basic modeling using
state machines, without advanced features like orthogonal or history states. A
graphical editor, the Qtronic Modeler, is used for creating and editing graphical
specifications.
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In QML, the static description of the system is done textually similarly to
a Java class definition. In addition to standard Java features (like constructor
method, class methods, etc.) the system specification includes the definition of
the ports of the system and of the data types that are input and output via these
ports. Program 1 shows the system block describing the ports of the Åbot server,
namely input for receiving messages and output for sending messages.

Program 1 Ports declaration

system {
Inbound input : MsgHdr, Account, fightResult, Timeout;
Outbound output: Response;
}

Program 2 lists the definition of the five data types used by the the server. Out
of these, MsgHdr is the supertype of the other three input data types. The input
message record types are:

• Account is used for player login with username and password;

• fightResult is used to communicate the player fighting result or the bot
fighting result;

• Timeout is used to represent the type of timeout message.

The output record data type Response is used for the declaration of the
message sent by the SUT to the tester, in which the fields message type TOC and
message Content are declared.

After declaring the ports of the system and data types that can be received or
sent over these ports, the system is declared as a Java class. By extending the
stateMachine class, the Abot class will have a thread of its own which is im-
plemented by the run()method inherited from its superclass. If the textual QML
notation is used for specifying the behavior of the server, the code implementing
its state machine will be added to the run() method. However, if a graphical
model is chosen for modeling the behavior, the definition the run() method is
not necessary since the behavior will be imported from the graphical model.

In our case we have chosen to model the behavior of the server using the
graphical representation of QML. By analyzing the requirements of the server we
have identified the following main functionalities:

• User account management – responsible for the registration of new players
and account authorization;

• Fight outcome management – decides the result of fighting between two
players or between a player and a bot, and for changing the ownership of
the bot;
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• Player and bot location management – updates the physical location of play-
ers and broadcasts the player and bot pixel location, respectively.

Based on these functionalities, we have identified six states of the server, as
shown in Figure 3. The actions on the transitions of this state machine are declared
as methods of the Abot class as can be seen in the code excerpt in Program
3. At test execution time, the state machine of the server will be started via the
start() method inherited from the StateMachine superclass.

Program 2 Record types used for external communication

record MsgHdr {
public int receiverID;
public int senderID;
public int typeOfContent;

}

record Account extends MsgHdr{
public String username;
public String password;

}

record fightResult extends MsgHdr{
public int result;

}

record Timeout extends MsgHdr{
public String name;

}

record Response {
public int TOC;
public String content;

}

One interesting aspect in creating the design model was the modeling of a
timeout behavior of the SUT. The server receives messages from logged in players
via the GPS Position message whenever they change their position. The server
collects the location information and broadcasts it regularly (every 5 seconds) to
all the players in the game. Ideally, since the broadcast is an activity completely
independent from the other activities of the server, it should be modeled using
an orthogonal state in the state machine of the server. However, the graphical
version of QML does not support orthogonal states and thus we have modeled the
broadcast as a separate QML thread using the textual version of QML. We remind
the reader that any graphical design model of the SUT is interpreted and used
as a thread at run time. Thus, one can declare multiple threads for a given class
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Program 3 Textual model of ÅBOT game server
class Abot extends StateMachine {

public Abot() {
accounts = new UserAccount[3];
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++)
accounts[i] = new UserAccount();

accounts[0].holder = "User1";
accounts[0].holder_password = "User11234";

accounts[1].holder = "User2";
accounts[1].holder_password = "User21234";

accounts[2].holder = "charUser";
accounts[2].holder_password = "abcd1234";
}

void Login(String name, String passwd){
Response resp;
for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++){
if (accounts[i].holder == name && accounts[i].holder_password == passwd)
{

resp.TOC = x09;
resp.content = "Character stats received";
output.send(resp);
return;

}
}

}

void CreateCharacter(String name, String passwd){...}

void UpdateGPSLocation() {...}

void SendBotfightResult(int result){...}

void SendPlayerfightResult(int result){...}

void FWDPlayerfightData(){...}

}

void main()
{

Abot a = new Abot();
a.start();

//broadcasting thread
while (true){

//if (time()%5==0
sleep(5);
if (a.numOfPlayer > 0) {

var recv = input.receive(-1);
require recv instanceof Timeout;
Response resp;
resp.TOC = 0x02;
resp.content = "Send player pixel location";
output.send(resp, -1);

}
}

}
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Figure 3: ÅBOT game server state machine
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that extends the StateMachine class. This approach is shown in the main()
function of the Abot class. The complete textual model of the Åbot game server
is given in Appendix 6.1.

3.2 Interfacing Qtronic and the SUT
In order to perform online testing, Qtronic has to be connected to the SUT via an
adapter. The purpose of the adapter is to convert the generic interface of Qtronic
to the one of SUT (in our case expressed in terms of input/outut ports). In addition,
the adapter is a good way to bridge the abstraction gap between the model and the
SUT [10]. The reason is that the test suites generated by the model-based testing
tool are too abstract to be executed on the SUT as they do not contain enough
concrete details. Figure 4 shows the adapter in the online testing architecture.

The adapter is implemented as a C++ Dynamic Link Library (DLL) plug-in
loaded into Qtronic at the beginning of the online testing process. When the test-
ing process is started, the adapter will run in its own thread started by the tester,
receive method calls when Qtronic sends data, and send back to Qtronic the data
received from SUT [2]. To make this mechanism simpler, Qtronic uses a generic
data type, called datum, to communicate with the adapter. It is the task of the
adapter to convert datums to and from the data types supported by the SUT.

Figure 4: Adapter in online testing architecture

In the implementation of adapter, there are two interfaces used for the commu-
nication with the tester, which are Receive() and Send(). The Receive()
method is called by the tester to send data to the SUT, whereas the Send()
method is called by the adapter when the SUT sends messages back to the tester.
Input and output ports are used to carry out the communication with the SUT. A
sample code is given in Program 4, which shows the communication of the adapter
with tester Qtronic and SUT when a player performs a login operation. The exam-
ple also shows how the generic data type datum is converted to/from SUT spe-
cific data types. In the example, the Login()method is invoked to construct a lo-
gin message that will be sent to ÅBOT game server, while receiveMessage()
is used to retrieve the response message sent back from the server.
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Program 4 Implementation of the Receive() method in the Åbot adapter
void AbotAdapter::Receive(const std::string &port, const Datum *datum) {

std::cout << "AbotAdapter received message"<< std::endl;

// ’metadata’ comes from setMetaData() that is called by Qtronic
QMLDataMapper *mapper = MakeQMLDataMapper(mMetaData);
Datumfactory *factory = ConstructDefaultDatumfactory();
QMLNumber *qmlNum=NULL;

if (port == "input") {
assert(mTester);

/* Get corresponding QML record datum from the given CQL datum,
and get the fields from the record datum. */

QMLRecordfield *qmlRecfield = (mapper->Convert(datum))->Getfield(0);
QMLNumber* inQMLTOC = (QMLNumber*) qmlRecfield->GetValue();
int typeOfContent = inQMLTOC->GetInteger();

qmlRecfield = (mapper->Convert(datum))->Getfield(1);
QMLString* inQMLName = (QMLString*) qmlRecfield->GetValue();
string username = inQMLName->GetValue();

qmlRecfield = (mapper->Convert(datum))->Getfield(2);
QMLString* inQMLPWD = (QMLString*) qmlRecfield->GetValue();
string password = inQMLPWD->GetValue();

if (typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_LOGIN) {
Login(username, password, sockfd); // Login into the server
receiveMessage(sockfd, databuffer);//Retrieve the server’s response
struct messageHdr *rhdr= (struct messageHdr*) databuffer;
qmlNum = (QMLNumber*)mapper->Construct(mapper->GetIntType());
qmlNum->SetInteger(rhdr->typeOfContent);

}

//Construct the output record data.
QMLRecord *outQMLRec = (QMLRecord*)mapper->

Construct(mapper->GetType("Response"));
outQMLRec->Setfield("TOC", qmlNum);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send("output", outDatum);
mTester-> Done();
} else {

std::cout << "We have declared only ’input’ input port,
but got input from port " << port << std::endl;

mTester->fault();
}
delete factory;
delete mapper;

}

Only data based on a generic data type, called Datum, can be exchanged
between Qtronic and the adapter. When communicating to the SUT, the adapter
has to convert generic data to/from the tester into concrete data types, subtyped
in the adapter from the QMLRecord data type. The QMLRecord is used to
model the data types defined in the description of the design model using the
record data type (see for instance Program 2). The conversion between Datum
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and QMLRecord is shown at the beginning of Program 4. This is done using the
QMLDataMapper and DatumFactory classes. At the end of this program,
we construct a Response record, set its field values, and then make the data
conversion from QMLRecord to Datum that can be sent to the tester. A more
complete version of the adapter code is given in Appendix 6.2.

3.3 Test execution

The online testing of the Åbot game server, more precisely, is used to verify the
correctness of the messages sent and received between the server and players.
That is, whenever the server receives a message from the tester, we expect that
its implementation accepts this kind of message; whenever the server sends out
a message to the tester we expect that the server has produced a result. For ex-
ample, when a player logs in, a message with typeOfContent=x08 will be
sent to the server. When the server receives the login message, it will authen-
ticate the player in the account register and send back a response message with
typeOfContent=x09 if the authentication is successful, otherwise login fail-
ure information will be output.

The online testing starts in Qtronic by loading the system model and the
adapter plug-in. Upon loading the system model, Qtronic will examine the well-
formedness of the model, reporting eventual inconsistencies. Qtronic generates
test cases from the given model automatically, executes them against the real sys-
tem and validates the test results one by one. During test execution, model-based
coverage criteria, like transition coverage or state coverage, are used to guide the
test generation. Additional options that allow one to configure the test execution
process are available, like Stop at 100% Coverage of the selected criteria
or Single Test Run to run one single test case. Figure 5 shows the Qtronic
user interface.

Table 3 provides an excerpt from the result of the test execution process (on
line mode) applied on to the Åbot server. The → symbol indicates the input to
the SUT generated by Qtronic from the system, whereas the← symbol shows the
response observed from the SUT. With the test sequences generated, the response
messages from the SUT were checked against the current state of the model and,
in this case, were all found to be correct. As the SUT is nondeterministic, another
test run may produce different result sequences.

We give some commentary on the test shown in the Table 3. At line 1 a login
is attempted with a message that has both the usename and password fields empty,
resulting in the ”Login Failed” message in line 2. At line 3 a user (User2) at-
tempts to login, this time successfully, and the SUT returns a message with the
assigned character status of the that user. Subsequently, a request for creating a
new account is received by the SUT in line 5 to which a successful confirma-
tion is returned in line 6. Lines 7-18 depict several fighting scenarios between
two players. Player fight data message line 7 is sent before two players begin to
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Figure 5: Running Tests

fight, followed by a forward of the details of one player to its counterpart. The
counterpart player analyzes the results of the fight and provides a result (line 9
and 10) to the initiating player. The other two fightResult messages repre-
sent the fighting outcomes sent to the SUT. There might be three possible results,
’I lost’ , ’I win’ and ’Undecided’ represented by be message types
0, 1, and 2, respectively. Regularly, the SUT broadcasts the location of all the
players in the game to all logged in players every 5 seconds. [’Response 2
‘‘‘Broadcasting player location‘] (lines 23, 24, 25) is a one-way
message sent by SUT through the port output to the tester.

4 Identified Bugs

Three bugs have been identified from the online testing of the Åbot server, as
follows:
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Table 3: The Run of Qtronic Testing the ÅBOT Game Server
Line# Time (s) Data Port
1 0.52 [’Account 0 ”” ””] → input
2 0.54 [’Response 15 ”Login failed”] ← output
3 0.84 [’Account 8 ”User2” ”User21234”] → input
4 1.44 [’Response 9 ”Character stats received”] ← output
5 1.45 [’Account 10 ”charUser” ”abcd1234”] → input
6 5.50 [’Response 9 ”Create character successfully”] ← output
7 10.50 [’MsgHdr 0 0 7] → input
8 10.51 [’Response 7 ”forward player fight data”] ← output
9 15.50 [’fightResult 5 1] → input
10 15.52 [’Response 1 ”Succeeded”] ← output
11 20.13 [’fightResult 6 -1] → input
12 20.91 [’Response -1 ””] ← output
13 25.50 [’MsgHdr 0 0 1] → input
14 25.52 [’Response 1 ”Send player GPS location”] ← output
15 30.50 [’fightResult 6 0] → input
16 30.51 [’Response 0 ”I lost”] ← output
17 35.50 [’fightResult 6 2] → input
18 35.51 [’Response 2 ”Undecided”] ← output
19 40.50 [’MsgHdr 0 0 0] → input
20 40.50 [’Response 15 ”abot”] ← output
21 45.50 [’Account 8 ”User1” ”User11234”] → input
22 46.48 [’Response 9 ”Character stats received”] ← output
23 51.49 [’Response 2 “‘Broadcasting player location‘] ← output
24 56.50 [’Response 2 “‘Broadcasting player location‘] ← output
25 61.49 [’Response 2 “‘Broadcasting player location‘] ← output

Bug 1 – The server throws error ”Segmentation fault!” on changing bot
ownership. For example, in deciding fight outcome, when changing the ownership
of the bots, when the server requires to move bots from loser’s bot list to the
winner’s bot list, the server will throw this error and crash. The error has been
found in three distinct places in the code.

The reason is that, when an element in the C++ STL iterator is erased, the iter-
ator becomes invalid. The failure will appear when the next element is accessed.
The original code is presented below.

std::list<GameEngine::Bot *>::iterator j;
for(j = i;j!=m_Bots.end(); j++)
{
...

m_Bots.erase(j);
...
}
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The way to solve this problem above is to iterate to the next element in the list
before erasing the current element. The solution is presented below.
std::list<GameEngine::Bot *>::iterator j;
for(j = i;j!=m_Bots.end(); j++)
{
...
std::list<GameEngine::Bot *>::iterator temp = j;
j++;
m_Bots.erase(temp);

...
}

Bug 2 – ”Segmentation fault!” is thrown when the server removes the
missing player in the player control manager. The error log is shown below.
DISTANCE BETWEEN 18114 (231, 283) AND HOMEBASE 1 (297, 304): 69
Checking Missing Players:
PLAYER 18183 IS MISSING!
PlayerManger: REMOVING PLAYER 18183
SENDING LOGOUT MESSAGE
GameMaster.cpp Line1026: p is null Segmentation fault

The reason and the solution are similar to those for Bug 1. The code throwing
this error is shown below:
void GameMaster::checkMissingPlayers()
{

int numOfPlayers = m_userController->getNumberOfPlayers();
...
for(int i=0;i<numOfPlayers; i++)
{

p = m_userController->getNextPlayer();
...
fprintf(stderr,"\n\t\t\tPLAYER %3d IS MISSING!",id);
m_userController->removePlayer(id);
...

}
}

Bug 3 – An error ”Invalid argument” is displayed when the server receives
a message. This error is essentially introduced through the startup order of the
two server processes, namely the communication manager and the game master.
HOST NAME : localhost.localdomain
IP ADDRESS : 127.0.0.1

SOCKET OPENED!
ENSURED THAT THE SOCKET CAN BE REUSED!
PORT IS BOUND!
LISTENING...

RECEIVER (25285) LISTENING FOR INCOMING MESSAGESserver: New connection
from 127.0.0.1
server: New connection from 127.0.0.1

1 ReceiverID=26064 TOC= 0
TRANSMITTER (25288) READING FROM MESSAGE QUEUE
Invalid argument

The solution to this failure is to ensure that the game master is always started
before the communication manager.
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5 Conclusions, Limitations and Future Work

In this technical report we have discussed our experiences in applying online
model-based testing to the ÅBOT game server. We have shown that with the aid
of a model-based testing tool, like Qtronic, the testing becomes much easier as the
testing can proceed automatically once the design model and testing infrastructure
have been created.

The main problem encountered during the construction of system model and
the adapter implementation was how to model the message broadcasting of the
server. We solved this issue by constructing a textual model with QML, in which a
separate thread was simulated to send messages every five seconds. In the adapter,
we have made non-blocking socket connections to the server and also used a sep-
arate process to retrieve messages in the loop so that the broadcasting messages
from the server in every five seconds will be sent to the Qtronic directly.

Although conceptually simpler, the adapter between Qtronic and the SUT re-
quired the most implementation effort, especially in creating implementations for
different abstract classes provided by QML.

There are several limitations to this work which we intend to address in future
work. For instance, in a real-life environment, there is no limit on the number of
players that are present in the game and using the server at the same time. Every
player will establish its own connection to the server while logging in. Accord-
ingly, socket connections are required to be built dynamically during the test. In
our approach, we have used a fixed number of players that can log in to the server.

Beside the options for controlling test execution described in the previous sec-
tion, Qtronic provides two additional mechanisms for guiding the test execution:
requirements and use case guidance. The requirements are a mean to guide the
test generator to cover specific behaviors in design model. The use case guidance
is used at testing time to generate test cases that focus on specific externally vis-
ible functionality of the SUT. Both these techniques provide additional value to
the testing process that may allow one to expose additional implementation errors.
We plan to investigate both techniques in our future work.
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6 Appendix

6.1 The textual model of ÅBOT
// Abot.java
/* This textual model is used to declare the input and output ports,

defined the system record data type, and implement the transitions action
in the graphical model.

*/
system
{

Inbound input : MsgHdr,Broadcast,Account, FightResult, Timeout;
Outbound output : Response;

}

record MsgHdr {
public int receiverID;
public int senderID;
public int typeOfContent;

}

record Account extends MsgHdr {
public String name;
public String passwd;

}

record Broadcast extends MsgHdr{
public int typeOfContent=2;

}

record FightResult extends MsgHdr {
public int result;

}

record Response {
public int TOC;
public String content;

}

record Timeout extends MsgHdr{
public String name;

}

class UserAccount {
public String holder;
public String holder_password;

}

class Abot extends StateMachine {
public static const int MSG_TYPE_GPS = 0x01;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_PLAYER_LOCATION = 0x02;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_BOT_LOCATION = 0x03;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_OBJECT_FIGHTABLE = 0x04;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_BOT_FIGHT_RESULT = 0x05;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_PLAYER_FIGHT_RESULT = 0x06 ;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_PLAYER_FIGHT_DATA = 0x7;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_LOGIN = 0x08;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_CHARACTER_STATS = 0x9;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_CHARACTER_CREATE = 0x0a;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_TEXT_MESSAGE = 0x0b;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_LOGOUT = 0x0c;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_LOGOUT_CONFIRMATION = 0x0d;
public static const int MSG_TYPE_TIMEOUT = 0x0e;
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UserAccount []accounts;
public static int numOfPlayer = 0;

public Abot(int action) {
accounts = new UserAccount[3];
for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++)
{

accounts[i] = new UserAccount();
}
accounts[0].holder = "user1";
accounts[0].holder_password = "abcd1234";

accounts[1].holder = "user2";
accounts[1].holder_password = "1234abcd";

accounts[2].holder = "charUser";
accounts[2].holder_password = "abcd1234";

}

void Login(String name, String passwd)
{

Response resp;
int i;
for (i = 0; i < 2; i++){

if (accounts[i].holder == name
&& accounts[i].holder_password == passwd)
{

resp.TOC = MSG_TYPE_CHARACTER_STATS;
resp.content = "Character stats received";
output.send(resp);
++numOfPlayer;
return;

}
}

}

void CreateCharacter(String name, String passwd){
Response resp;
int i;
for (i = 2; i < 3; i++){

if (accounts[i].holder == name
&& accounts[i].holder_password == passwd)

{
resp.TOC = MSG_TYPE_CHARACTER_STATS;
resp.content = "Create character successfully";
output.send(resp);
return;

}
}
}

void UpdateGPSLocation() {
Response resp;
resp.TOC = MSG_TYPE_GPS;
resp.content = "Send player GPS location";
output.send(resp, -1);

}

void SendBotFightResult(int result){
Response resp;
if (result==0) {

resp.content = "Failed";
resp.TOC = result;
output.send(resp, -1);

} else if (result==1){
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resp.content = "Succeeded";
resp.TOC = result;
output.send(resp, -1);

}
}

void SendPlayerFightResult(int result){
Response resp;
if(result==0) {

resp.content = "I lost";
resp.TOC = result;
output.send(resp, -1);

} else if (result==1){
resp.content = "I won";
resp.TOC = result;
output.send(resp, -1);

} else if (result==2){
resp.content = "Undecided";
resp.TOC = result;
output.send(resp, -1);

}
}

void FWDPlayerFightData(){
Response resp;
resp.TOC = MSG_TYPE_PLAYER_FIGHT_DATA;
resp.content = "Forward player fight data";
output.send(resp, -1);

}

void BroadcastPlayerLocation(){
Response resp;
resp.TOC = 0x02;
resp.content = "Broadcasting player location";
output.send(resp, -1);

}
} //class end

void main()
{

Abot abot = new Abot();
abot.start();

while (true){
// A seperate thread for the simulation of player location broadcasting.
if(numOfPlayer>0){

var recv = input.receive(-1);
require recv instanceof Timeout;
Timeout sent = (Timeout) recv;
require sent.typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_TIMEOUT;
if(sent.typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_TIMEOUT){
Response resp;
resp.TOC = 0x02;
resp.content = "Broadcasting player location";
output.send(resp, -1);

}
}
sleep(5);
}

}
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6.2 The code of the Receive() method of the ÅBOT Adapter

...... void AbotAdapter::Receive(const std::string &port, const
Datum *datum) {

std::cout << "AbotAdapter received message \"";
PrintVisitor pv(std::cout);
datum->Accept(&pv);
std::cout << "\"In port ’"<< port << "’."<< std::endl;

// ’metadata’ comes from setMetaData() that is called by Qtronic
QMLDataMapper *mapper = MakeQMLDataMapper(mMetaData);
DatumFactory *factory = ConstructDefaultDatumFactory();

const QMLRecordType *recType=NULL;
const QMLStringType *strType=NULL;
const QMLNumberType *numType=NULL;

QMLString *qmlStr=NULL;
QMLNumber *qmlNum=NULL;

// Get corresponding QML record datum from the given CQL datum
QMLRecord *inQMLRec = mapper->Convert(datum);
QMLRecordField *qmlRecField=NULL;
QMLRecord *outQMLRec=NULL;

if (port == "input") {
assert(mTester);
string inStrName = inQMLRec->GetName();
if (inStrName.compare("Account")==0) {

//Construct the output record datum
recType = mapper->GetType("Response");
outQMLRec = (QMLRecord*)mapper->Construct(recType);
numType = mapper->GetIntType();
qmlNum = (QMLNumber*)mapper->Construct(numType);
strType = mapper->GetStringType();
qmlStr = (QMLString*)mapper->Construct(strType);

// Get the fields from the record datum
qmlRecField = inQMLRec->GetField(0);
QMLNumber* inQMLTOC = (QMLNumber*) qmlRecField->GetValue();
int typeOfContent = inQMLTOC->GetInteger();

qmlRecField = inQMLRec->GetField(1);
QMLString* inQMLName = (QMLString*) qmlRecField->GetValue();
string username = inQMLName->GetValue();

qmlRecField = inQMLRec->GetField(2);
QMLString* inQMLPWD = (QMLString*) qmlRecField->GetValue();
string passwd = inQMLPWD->GetValue();

/* There are three kinds of message directions between the Tester and SUT,
as discussed in Sec. 3.2.
They have different implementation in the adapter according to
the message direction.
For a) Player login, Create character stats;
For b) Update GPS location, Send fight result
For c) Player locations broadcast

*/
if (typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_LOGIN) { // Player login

if (username.length()>0&& passwd.length() >0) {
string param[3] = { "8", username, passwd };

// Send login message to the server and get the response message
qmlNum->SetInteger(ReadResult(param, 3));
qmlStr->SetValue("Character stats received");
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outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send("output", outDatum);

}
} else if (typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_CHARACTER_CREATE) {

// Request to create character stats
if (username.length()>0&& passwd.length() >0) {

string param[4] = { "10", username, passwd, "2" };
qmlNum->SetInteger(ReadResult(param, 4));
qmlStr->SetValue("Create character successfully");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send("output", outDatum);

}
}
} else if (inStrName.compare("MsgHdr")==0) {

recType = mapper->GetType("Response");
outQMLRec = (QMLRecord*)mapper->Construct(recType);
numType = mapper->GetIntType();
qmlNum = (QMLNumber*)mapper->Construct(numType);
strType = mapper->GetStringType();
qmlStr = (QMLString*)mapper->Construct(strType);

qmlRecField = inQMLRec->GetField(2);
QMLNumber* inQMLNum = (QMLNumber*) qmlRecField->GetValue();
int typeOfContent = inQMLNum->GetInteger();
char *outport = "output";
if (typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_GPS) {
// Update the server with the current player GPS location
string param[1] = {"1"};
WriteParam(param, 1);
qmlNum->SetInteger(MSG_TYPE_GPS);
qmlStr->SetValue("Send player GPS location");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send(outport, outDatum);

} else if (typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_PLAYER_FIGHT_DATA) {
// Forward player fight data

string param[1] = {"7"};
WriteParam(param, 1);
qmlNum->SetInteger(MSG_TYPE_PLAYER_FIGHT_DATA);
qmlStr->SetValue("Forward player fight data");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send(outport, outDatum);

} else if (typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_PLAYER_LOCATION) {
string param[1] = {"2"};
qmlNum->SetInteger(ReadResult(param, 1));
qmlStr->SetValue("Broadcasting player location");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send(outport, outDatum);

}

} else if (inStrName.compare("FightResult")==0) {
// Send player and bot fight result
recType = mapper->GetType("Response");
outQMLRec = (QMLRecord*)mapper->Construct(recType);
numType = mapper->GetIntType();
qmlNum = (QMLNumber*)mapper->Construct(numType);
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strType = mapper->GetStringType();
qmlStr = (QMLString*)mapper->Construct(strType);

qmlRecField = inQMLRec->GetField(0);
QMLNumber* inQMLNum = (QMLNumber*) qmlRecField->GetValue()
int typeOfContent = inQMLNum->GetInteger();
if (typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_BOT_FIGHT_RESULT) {
// Bot fight result

qmlRecField = inQMLRec->GetField(1);
inQMLNum = (QMLNumber*) qmlRecField->GetValue();
int result = inQMLNum->GetInteger();
char buffer [2];
sprintf (buffer, "%d", result);
string param[2] = {"5", buffer};
WriteParam(param, 2);
qmlNum->SetInteger(result);

if (result==0) {
qmlStr->SetValue("Failed");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send("output", outDatum);

} else if (result==1) {
qmlStr->SetValue("Succeeded");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send("output", outDatum);

}
} else if (typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_PLAYER_FIGHT_RESULT) {

//Player fight result
qmlRecField = inQMLRec->GetField(1);
inQMLNum = (QMLNumber*) qmlRecField->GetValue();
int result = inQMLNum->GetInteger();
char buffer [2];
sprintf (buffer, "%d", result);
string param[2] = {"6", buffer};
WriteParam(param, 2);
qmlNum->SetInteger(result);
if (result==0) {

qmlStr->SetValue("I lost");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send("output", outDatum);

} else if (result==1) {
qmlStr->SetValue("I won");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send("output", outDatum);

} else if (result==2) {
qmlStr->SetValue("Undecided");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send("output", outDatum);

}
}

} else if (inStrName.compare("Broadcast")==0){
// Player location broadcast
recType = mapper->GetType("Response");
outQMLRec = (QMLRecord*)mapper->Construct(recType);
numType = mapper->GetIntType();
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qmlNum = (QMLNumber*)mapper->Construct(numType);
strType = mapper->GetStringType();
qmlStr = (QMLString*)mapper->Construct(strType);

qmlRecField = inQMLRec->GetField(0);
QMLNumber* inQMLNum = (QMLNumber*) qmlRecField->GetValue();
int typeOfContent = inQMLNum->GetInteger();
if(typeOfContent==MSG_TYPE_PLAYER_LOCATION){

string param[1] = {"2"};
qmlNum->SetInteger(ReadResult(param, 1));
qmlStr->SetValue("Broadcasting player location");
outQMLRec->SetField("TOC", qmlNum);
outQMLRec->SetField("content", qmlStr);
Datum *outDatum = mapper->Convert(outQMLRec, factory);
mTester->Send("output", outDatum);

}
}
mTester-> Done();

} else {
std::cout
<< "We have declared only ’input’ input port,but got input from port"
<< port << std::endl;
mTester->Fault();

}
delete factory;
delete mapper;

} ......
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